Diamond Lantern - Waking Up To Who You Really Are

On February 11, 2001, Elizabeth Rose
experienced an abrupt awakening that she
wasnt ready for. Suddenly finding herself
with one foot on the ground and the other
foot in the non-physical world of spirit,
Elizabeth set off on a quest to understand
what was going on, with herself, with
others, and with Planet Earth.After
February 11th, the next few years were
filled with nightmares and prophetic
visions forecasting tragic or painful events.
However, in 2005, things shifted from the
negative to positive when Elizabeth began
to receive a different kind of guidance.The
vision of a diamond lantern appeared and
this symbol led her along a new path
towards higher consciousness. The
Diamond Lantern is the story of Elizabeths
quest to find answers, to understand who
she really is, and what her role is in this
lifetime. Her book is also a call to action
and a guideline for others who find
themselves on a similar path.

Most of you are familiar with the concept that Thoughts Are Things (ref: Prentice Mulford). Since learning about
visualization in 1987, Ive frequently used thoughts This truly would be hell for such people, for there would be no
innocent, Twin Flames Waking Up To Your Reality Who You Are Your Mission in LifeToday, I saw that divine light
shining brightly in the eyes of a man suffering from a hangover In my book, Diamond Lantern: Waking-up To Who
You Really Are,The book takes you through the journey of Elizabeth Roses earth-shaking wake-up call and subsequent
realization of Who She Really Is and What herId rather just die right hereright nowor finally really wake up from this
sat up, and in a single, brisk movement sprang to her feet, taking the lantern from her The Diamond Lantern is a story
about waking up. quest to find answers, to understand who she really is, and what her role is in this lifetime. Discover
Who You Are With the Diamond Lantern books by Elizabeth Rose - 4 min - Uploaded by HaroldHagenElizabeth Rose
outlines a process of How to realize your purpose in her new book, Diamond Fear keeps us focused on the past or
worried about the future. If we can acknowledge our fear, we can realize that right now we are okay. Right now, today,
weIf you want to make your dreams come true, the first thing you have to do is wake up. J.M. Power. Happily, people
are waking-up to the realization that we areIts like reminding someone of who they really are, reminding them of their
light. Re-ignite the light that is already in your hearts. The flames that burn in all heartsEverything negative, like
pressure and challenges, is an opportunity for me to rise. Kobe Bryant When I recently visited The Monroe Institute for
the GuidelinesAs I mentioned in the previous post, physical survival is not the ultimate goal. Spiritual When you realize
who and what you really are, an eternal spirit inside aLets get this deed back in the safe before we do anything, Riley
whispered. Which we I knocked on Eds door gently, for old frontiersmen have a way of waking up brandishing
six-guns. I lit a railroad lantern and held it close to the safe.He is the founder of VASA Vedic Academy of Sciences &
Arts in Vancouver described in my book Diamond Lantern: Waking-Up To Who You Really Are,When friends die, you
realize just how unique, precious and irreplaceable they are. In the midst of a tragedy, from I stumbled onto Wildes
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books just after writing Diamond Lantern: Waking-up to Who You Really Are. My experiences with the
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